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u.k. jazz [savoy jazz, 1996] founding father of anglo-electro music, stanley wilson was always preparing for the "jazz revolution" that would come, and this brief, nearly forgotten album describes his change of
direction towards boogie-woogie and freeform experimentation. jazz is touched by new chords, chords that are neither earthy like the ones in british folk guitar and not tribal like ones in zouk (as sting is

sometimes accused of stealing from its style). it isn't blues, it's a kind of affectless, imaginary jazz. it starts with some bump and scrape, eschews the standard, traps leads in unslung chords, and all the while
reprises the guitar's open basic position as a way of making emotional intensity the music's basic resource. it's sophisticated enough to be native, yet not so native that it can't play with your emotions. and

there's lots of it. with the exception of kapuka, which belongs to the "ska revival," the rest is original, and often the best is the best presentation ever of a title from the raconteur's back story. a pourquoi s'en
aloient ton enfants? [emi, 2002] pascal thiery is a chameleonic mezzo who does experimental classical music, jazz, electric folk, and rap, as well as the traditional cannes d'amour of occitan. he's got two albums

about his parents, one about his father, and one about his mother (who was the daughter of jacques doucet, director of the museum that now bears his name). he's got two spoken-word albums (his father's
suicide has never been recorded). other notable picks: an appalachian soul christmas christmas--a singularly spine-tingling recording--the jazzy if i don't speak music maker's ejaz have made it big in the uk, the
scott & charlene holmes barnburners santa hates the holidays and john hartford's 1984 christmas train, an oldie but a goodie; punkade [grv, 2019] contains a barbed commentary on the so-called alt-right with

strung out every song's a positive; million sellers [record label stoffel records, 2019] is nearly identical to mark egan's restless lifetime, but it's so good i can't really complain. a-
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wolf eyes: all those people sings [estrus, 2011] a tribute to
the extraordinary power and attention to detail of dozens of

female vocalists, who have been picking up all these hits
that were written by men and turned them into expressions
of their own feminine idealism. it's a shame the label isn't

also doing a the sophisticated ladies of the '70s. better still,
a few of them sing on this single-disc collection--including
the new york sisters-in-law and hip-hop-inclined vocalizin'
duo of queen latifah and tara reid, the latter's supporting
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role on the single's namesake ballad is best forgotten.
there's also a great b.j. thomas song, which is in itself more
than a match for most of the male performers here. the rest
are just as stellar. a the very best of all time all stars [rpm,
2000] stiff records' late-'80s reinvention of rpm, the hi-fi-
oriented blues label run by the late joe boyd, was a game

changer for blues. it's a shame it never caught on with fans
who grew up with the label's traditional line. but boyd's
recent history provides a basis for this interesting but

uneven collection, which brings together a dozen acts from
the label's heyday--canned heat, taj mahal, and others.

virtually every track is good, but the four featuring lee allen,
a south african guitarist with a style more like django

reinhardt than sonny sharrock, prove the most distinctive.
it's no surprise that guitarist melvin davis is the only one

who can recall having heard allen before this date--the two
toured together for decades--and the rhythm section of
trumpeter miles henderson and bassist joe lopes is rock

solid. but allen's bluesy, fingerpicking guitar is more than a
link in a chain, and it's that drive that gives the set its

vitality. b+ 5ec8ef588b
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